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ABSTRACT
Graph-Based Representation (GBR) has recently been proposed for rectified multiview dataset. The core idea of GBR is to use graphs for describing the color and geometry
information of a multiview dataset. The color information is
represented by the vertices of the graph while the scene geometry is represented by the edges of the graph. In this paper, we generalize the GBR to multi-view images with complex camera configurations. Compared with previous work,
the GBR representation introduced in this paper can handle
not only horizontal displacements of the cameras but also
forward/backward displacements, rotations etc. In order to
have a sparse (i.e., easy to code) graph structure, we further
propose to use a distortion metric to select the most meaningful connections. For the graph transmission, each selected connection is then replaced by a disparity-based quantity. The experiments show that the proposed GBR achieves
high reconstructing quality with less or comparable coding
rate compared with traditional depth-based representations,
that directly compress the depth signal without considering
the rendering task.
Index Terms— Geometry information, graph-based representation (GBR), complex camera configurations, disparity,
distortion model
1. INTRODUCTION
The Multi-view plus depth format allows free viewpoint rendering. However, this format generates very large volumes of
data, hence the need for intermediate compact representations
or efficient compression schemes. Basically, the representation should capture both color and geometry of the multiview
images. The color information is typically described by 2D
images. The geometry information can be represented explicitly by depth or disparity [1, 2], implicitly by feature correspondences between images [1, 3] or by light fields [1, 4]. In
this paper, we focus on the explicit geometry representation.
In the multi-view plus depth (MVD) [5] format, the geometry is represented by a depth map. The depth map is exploited by image-based rendering techniques to render virtual
views at any viewpoint [6]. The MVD format yields very
large volumes of data which need to be compressed. An extension of the high efficiency video coding standard, namely
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3D-HEVC [7], has been proposed. However the lossy compression of depth data may cause color displacement artifacts around foreground objects in the rendering views due to
the smoothing of depth edges. To solve this problem, ratedistortion models (e.g., in [8]) have been proposed to guarantee less depth error around edges. Another approach in which
depth edges are losslessly encoded has been proposed in [9].
Disparity, as an alternative of depth, describes the scene
geometry by the displacement of the same point between two views. In other words, contrary to depth, the disparity is
linked to a given view synthesis task (which is usually the
case in multiview video coding framework). Knowing the
camera parameters, the disparity in each point can be easily derived from the depth information. In multiview video
coding (MVC) [10], the disparity is used for the inter-view
prediction. More recently, a graph-based representation (GBR) [11] has been proposed, in which the graph connections
are derived from the disparity and provide just enough geometry information to synthesize the considered predicted views.
However only horizontal translations of the cameras are considered in GBR [11].
In this paper, we extend the GBR idea to deal with multiview images with complex camera configurations. Beyond
cameras horizontal translations, the proposed GBR representation can handle more complex camera motions, such as forward/backward translations and rotations. In the former GBR,
the connections describe the disparity as follows. Each connection of the graph links one pixel and its (horizontal) neighboring pixel (the gap between the two pixels is the disparity). The extension to complex camera configurations is not
straightforward since the disparity becomes two-dimensional
(horizontal and vertical displacement). In order to circumvent
this complexification, we use the concept of epipolar segment
to keep the disparity one-dimensional. An epipolar segment
(as shown in Fig.1) is a line segment consisting of all possible projections of a pixel with varying depth. The edge in the
GBR (e.g., the blue link in Fig.1) links a pixel in one view
and its true projection point in another view. Instead of one
connection for one pixel, we horizontally group neighboring
pixels to form a segment and only one connection is assigned
to one segment. A distortion metric with respect to the reconstruction quality is used to group the pixels. The resulting
graph is thus sparse and less costly to transmit. Since the constructed graph connects pixels across the views, it provides
more neighboring relations than traditional image plus depth

2.2. Depth vs. Disparity
For pixel (x, y) in I1 , its projection (x′ , y ′ ) in I2 can be located by Eq.(1) with depth z1 (x, y). The disparity of pixel (x, y)
is thus defined as
⃗ y) = (∆x, ∆y) = (x′ − x, y ′ − y) ,
d(x,

Fig. 1. The concept of GBR: The vertices correspond to pixels of multiview images; The edges link pixels in one view
and their projections in another view.
representations, which can be used to better exploit texture redundancy. Thus, although this paper only focuses on the geometry representation, the proposed GBR representation can
be considered as a pre-processing step of the future graphbased representation.
2. MULTIVIEW GEOMETRY AND VIEW
SYNTHESIS
2.1. Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR)
Let us consider a scene captured by two cameras I1 and I2
of size X × Y with camera configurations Φ1 and Φ2 , where
Φ = {M, R, T} are the parameters of the camera. M is the
intrinsic matrix, R is the rotation matrix and T is the position
of the camera ([R| − RT] is also known as the extrinsic matrix). As detailed in [6], pixel (x, y) in view 1 (with associated
depth z1 (x, y)) can be projected to view 2 by
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where, [xr , yr , zr ]T are the coordinates of the corresponding
point in the 3D scene. Under the Lambertian assumption, the
color at (x, y) in I1 is the same as the color at (x′ , y ′ ) in I2 ,
when (x, y) and (x′ , y ′ ) satisfy Eq.(1).
Considering view 1 as the reference view (the color and
depth of view 1 are known), the predicted view (view 2) can
be generated by Eq.(1) from the reference view. This is referred to as forward projection (or forward warping), which is
classically used in depth-image-based rendering (DIBR). On
contrary, backward projection first computes the depth map
of the predicted view. Then the warped depth map is inpainted and used to locate the pixels in the reference view corresponding to each pixel in the predicted view. The color of
the reference view is then mapped to the predicted view. In
this paper we employ backward projection, since it can easily
handle the disocclusions (including cracks).

(2)

where ∆x, ∆y ∈ R. When the motion of the camera from
one view to the other is translational, the geometrical correlation between two views is only horizontal. In this case, the
⃗ y) = (∆x, ∆y = 0) is simplified to a
disparity vector d(x,
real number d(x, y) = ∆x.
We see here that the fundamental difference between
depth and disparity resides in the fact that disparity is associated to two cameras, while depth to only one of them.
Compared with depth-based representations, the GBR representation introduced in this paper, as well as the disparity
and previous GBR, simplifies the depth by considering the
predicted views. Moreover, the proposed GBR uses the concept of epipolar segment to keep the disparity unidimensional
even for complex camera configurations. Finally, simplifications of the graph have been done to make the graph contain
just enough information for constructing the highest quality predicted view (i.e., as the same quality as the rendering
result by DIBR with uncompressed depth).
3. GBR REPRESENTATION
3.1. Graph Construction
Let us denote the constructed graph as G, which has 2XY
vertices corresponding to each pixel in I1 and I2 . As mentioned before, pixels in I2 are grouped into a set of straight
segments, pixels on each segment are supposed to have the
same depth. Note that in this paper we select the straight segments horizontally (row by row, for example the y-th row of
I2 has been divided into 3 straight segments in Fig.1), however it also works if the segments are chosen vertically (column
by column), or in other order. Each segment has a connection
that links itself (in I2 ) and its corresponding projection in I1 .
This edge thus describes the 3D geometry.
So far, the graph has been constructed with 2XY vertices
and a number of connections (one connection for one segment). The color information is kept in the vertices, however only
the first XY vertices corresponding to I1 (the reference view)
need the color information. The connections of the graph represent the geometry information by providing the projection
relation. Similarly to the disparity, the graph G simplifies the
depth with respect to a given predicted view. We further consider the optimization of the graph (reducing the number of
connections) while controlling the distortion of the rendered
predicted view.
3.2. Graph Sparsification
According to the basic idea presented in section 3.1, pixels on each segment are represented with the same depth,

Fig. 2. Neighboring pixels grouping.
even though their initial depths are slightly different (within a range of ∆z). However we can group pixels even with
different depths, i.e., the segment depth varies within a range
[z−∆z, z+∆z] (∆z ≥ 0). It is obvious that large ∆z leads to
an inaccurate geometry, which further leads to a low rendering quality. However rather than indirectly guaranteeing the
rendering quality by setting ∆z, we can select the segments
according to the rendering quality.
As shown in Fig.2, each pixel in I2 has a label c2 (x, y) =
1 (the red pixels) or 0 (the dark pixels) which denotes whether
pixel (x, y) is the beginning of a straight segment. Taking
the segment beginning with pixel (x, y) as an example, pixel
(x + ∆x, y) on the right is located on this segment if c2 (x +
∆x, y) = 0, or another segment when c2 (x + ∆x, y) = 1.
Supposing that c2 (x + ∆x, y) = 0, pixel (x + ∆x, y) is reconstructed with the same depth as the one of pixel (x, y)
(since pixel (x + ∆x, y) is on the segment started by pixel
(x, y)). Hence the rendering distortion of pixel (x + ∆x, y)
can be given by
[
]2
D(x + ∆x, y) = I2 (x + ∆x, y) − Iˆ2 (x + ∆x, y) , (3)
where the true color is I2 (x + ∆x, y) and the reconstructed
one is Iˆ2 (x+∆x, y), which can be located by Eq.(1) with (x+
∆x, y) and the depth of pixel (x, y). Consequently, pixel (x+
∆x, y) can share the depth with pixel (x, y) if D(x + ∆x, y)
is small and it should start a new segment when D(x + ∆x, y)
is large. The computation of c2 (x, y) can be given by
{
1, if D(x + ∆x, y) > δ
c2 (x + ∆x, y) =
.
(4)
0,
otherwise
In fact, Eq.(4) removes some connections which have limited
contributions to the view construction quality.
3.3. Graph Coding
The connections of the graph can be represented by a huge binary matrix of size XY × XY , which is a connectivity matrix
between the 2XY pixels. A connection between two pixels is
represented by 1 at associated position in the matrix. However, for each pixel in I2 , all its possible projections (with varying depth) in I1 are located on an epipolar segment, as shown
in Fig.3. In addition, the true projection (x′ , y ′ ) in I1 is be′
′
tween the boundary projections (x′min , ymin
) and (x′max , ymax
),
′
′
where projection (xmin , ymin ) is located by Eq.(1) using the
′
minimum depth and projection (x′max , ymax
) is related to the
1
maximum depth . Theoretically speaking, a real number is
1 The minimum and maximum depths are the depth according to the minimum and maximum values given by the depth map.

Fig. 3. w value is an index denoting the true projection position on the epipolar segment.

(a) View 2

(b) w map

Fig. 4. The predicted view and its associated w map.
enough to denote the projection position, e.g. the distance be′
tween (x′min , ymin
) and (x′ , y ′ ). Thus, a new quantity named
w value denoting the projection position (x′ , y ′ ) is given by

if pixel(x, y) is new in)I2

( −1,
√ ′
′ −y ′ )2
(xmin −x′ )2 +(ymin
w=
W , otherwise
round √ ′
′
′
2
′
2
(xmin −xmax ) +(ymin −ymax )

(5)
Note that w = −1 means that this segment (in I2 ) is new
for reference view I1 , such as the disoccluded or appearing pixels. By using the w values, the connectivity matrix
can be replaced by a smaller binary matrix with size of
W × XY , where W depends on the quantization level of the
epipolar segment. Since the w value measures the distance
′
between (x′min , ymin
) and (x′ , y ′ ), it can be considered as a
disparity along the epipolar segment. The accuracy of disparity on epipolar√segments can reach to sub pixel with a large
′
′ )2 .
W , i.e., W > (x′min − x′max )2 + (ymin
− ymax
Fig.4.b shows the position of the pixels (in I2 ) with
connections. Compared with the associated color image in
Fig.4.a, we can see that the contours in the w map relate to
the edges in the color image of I2 . Based on this feature, we
employ the arithmetic edge coding methods [12] to losslessly
code the positions of these pixels. Accordingly, the differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) compression is used to
code the w values along the edges. [13]
4. GBR VIEW RECONSTRUCTION
The graph described in section 3 is used to reconstruct the
views. The reference view (i.e., view 1) is recovered directly
by copying the color from the first XY vertices of the graph.
The reconstruction of the predicted view (i.e., view 2) relies
on the reconstruction of each segment. For a given segment,
the following steps are applied: 1) The associated connection is recovered from the w value (locating the connection’s
endpoint on the epipolar segment by the w value); 2) The
segment depth is estimated according to the connection by
Eq.(1); 3) Then the first pixel of the segment is projected to

(a) Results by DIBR and depth maps compressed with HEVC (QP=10).

(b) Results by GBR.

Fig. 5. Reconstructed view 2. From left to right, dataset Tsukuba.1, Tsukuba.2 and MSR.Ballet. The blank regions are
disocclusions with no color information copied from view 1.
the reference view by following the connection, meanwhile
the last pixel of the segment is projected by Eq.(1) with the
estimated depth; 4) The segment is interpolated with the color between the two projections in the reference view.
The new segments (related to the disoccluded or appearing pixels) is also known since their w values are -1. These
segments are holes (no color information) in the reconstructed predicted view. The inpainting method proposed in [14] is
used here to fill these holes.
5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the proposed GBR is comparatively assessed
at the maximum rendering quality, i.e., the one obtained by
DIBR and the original depth. Two datasets have been tested:
1) Tsukuba dataset [15]: 2 pairs of images have been used.
For each pair of images, one is considered as reference view
and the other is predicted view. 2) MSR dataset [16]: the
Ballet dataset is tested. The image from camera 04 is the
reference view and the image from camera 03 is the predicted
view. The left of Tab.1 shows the camera translations between
the reference and predicted views.
The proposed GBR is compared with two depth-based
approaches, in which the depth maps are compressed with
HEVC [17] and the method in [9]. In these baseline methods,
the DIBR [18] method is applied to reconstruct the predicted views. Since the proposed construction of the GBR uses backward projection, in order to have a fair comparison,
we also use DIBR with backward projection in the reference
methods. The depth of the predicted view is first estimated by Eq.(1) with the decompressed depth of the reference
view. Then the backward projection is applied with this estimated depth of the predicted view. For the proposed GBR,
the depth of the predicted view is also estimated from the reference view. In this case, the proposed GBR, DIBR, HEVC
and the method in [9] have the same input data and same pixel
projection method.
W in Eq.(5) is selected as 255, which keeps the same
quantization precision as the depth. The threshold of distor-

Table 1. Coding rate (bits per pixel) of geometry and PSNR
of the reconstructed predicted views by different methods. PSNR (with): PSNR considering the inpainting areas; PSNR
(no): PSNR without considering the disoccluded areas.
Dataset
PSNR PSNR
Methods
rate
(translation)
(with)
(no)
DIBR
23.18 25.66
Tsukuba.1
QP:0 0.358 23.19 25.66
HEVC
(forward
QP:10 0.186 23.22 25.57
translation, Method in [9]
0.381 23.18 25.66
rotation)
GBR
0.196 23.30 25.76
DIBR
28.24 31.67
Tsukuba.2
QP:0 0.474 28.25 31.67
HEVC
(horizontal
QP:10 0.210 28.09 31.51
translation,
Method in [9]
0.645 28.24 31.67
rotation)
GBR
0.233 28.22 31.93
DIBR
28.34 31.32
MSR.Ballet
QP:0 0.695 28.34 31.32
HEVC
(horizontal
QP:10 0.276 28.41 31.29
translation,
Method in [9]
0.879 28.33 31.32
rotation)
GBR
0.347 28.57 31.44
tion in Eq.(3) varies with the tested datasets, which is around
650 (i.e., PSNR is around 20dB). The baseline approaches are
tested with proper parameters to obtain highest reconstruction
quality, e.g., HEVC with a QP parameter set to 0 or 10. Tab.1
lists the coding rate (in bitrate per pixel) obtained with different methods. The PSNR (with) measures the reconstruction
quality of the whole predicted views (including the inpainting
results), while the PSNR (no) only calculated on the pixels that are projected from the reference views (without considering the inpainting results). We can see from Tab.1 that
the proposed GBR yields the highest reconstruction quality
in terms of PSNR as well as the visual results (as shown in
Fig.5) for a lower bit rate compared to DIBR with depth maps compressed with HEVC or method in [9]. The experiments
show that the proposed GBR removes the redundant information in the depth, without a loss in rendering quality of the
given predicted view.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an alternative to depth for
multiview geometry representation. Contrary to the original
GBR in [11], the proposed GBR can deal with multiview images with complex camera configurations. A distortion metric and disparity-based w value are proposed to simplify the
graph. By these simple theories, the proposed GBR representation simplifies the depth of multiview images for reconstructing the given predicted views, i.e., the GBR costs less
bitrate when obtaining the same high rendering quality.
Future works will focus on the full representation of both
color and geometry, in which the connections of the graph
should be used to form a better texture representation. Ratedistortion models should be investigated to consider both the
rate cost and the distortion of the representation.
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